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Vol. 86, No. 1 July, 1960
Tramp and Liner......S. Sawa 
New Trade Unionism and Eight Hours Day......K. Maegawa 
A Note on the Theory of " Steuerstaat " ......K. Yokoo 
Awakening of the proletarian Class-consciousness in W. Weitling ......M. Takahashi
Vol. 86, No. 2 Aug., 1960
A Wage Theory without Labor Market ......E. Kishimoto 
A Brook Farm ......F. Hozumi 
How to understand the Agrarian Problems of the English Revolution ......Y. Ozaki 
The View-point of Human Sciences of L. Goldmann ......Y. Deguchi
Vol. 86, No. 3 Sept., 1960
French Revolution and the progress of Capitalism ......K. Kawano 
Power and Capialistic Economy ......T. Mukai 
On the Principle of " Equal Pay foi Equal Work " ......E. Matsui 
The Two Programs of the English Revolution ......Y. Ozaki
Vol. 86, No. 4 Oct., 1960
At Blook Farm ......F. Hozumi 
The Theory of International Value in Socialist Countries ......S. Suzuki 
The Comparison between Yuen and Ming Dynasty with its Foreign Policy ......K. Ito 
On Schumpeter's Theory of Business Cycles ......I. Nagatomo
Vol. 86, No. 5 Nov., 1960
Demand for Financial Assets ......M. Nakatani 
The Income -Doudling Program and Public Investment ......Y. Shima 
Defence of Methodological View in Statistical Theories (2) ......R. Chashi 
The Financial Thoughts of the Confusians Found in the " Yen-Tieh Lun " ......K. Kuwada
Vol. 86, No. 6 Dec., 1960
Agricultural Structure in Post-War Western Germany ......R. Yamaoka 
The Job-classified Wage and Equal Pay for Equal Work ......E. Kishimoto 
The Financial Thoughts of the Confusians Found 
in the " Yen-Tieh-Lun " (2) ......K. Kuwade 
The Leading Political Group and its Class Composition 
in the English Revolution ......Y. Czaki 
On " Historical Development of Small Manufacturing 
ndustries in Japan " (Book Review) ......Y. Horie
